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WilmerHale and seven of its partners are recognized in the PLC Cross-border Life Sciences

Handbook 2006/07. The firm is prominently featured in six US practice areas—among the top three

“leading” law firms in the nation for each of the Commercial and Partnering, and Corporate practice

areas; “highly recommended” for Intellectual Property and Patent Counseling; and “recommended”

for its Regulatory and Competition/Antitrust practices. WilmerHale’s capabilities in England were

also featured, as the firm was “recommended” in Competition/Antitrust, Corporate and Intellectual

Property categories.

Three WilmerHale partners are ranked in the Commercial and Partnering category, consistent with

the firm’s acknowledged preeminence in this practice area.

The complete list of WilmerHale’s individual rankings, along with the category in which each is

recognized, is as follows:

Alfred C. Server, M.D., Ph.D. –“Leading” in USA Commercial/Partnering 

Steven D. Singer –“Leading” in USA Commercial/Partnering; “Highly Recommended” in USA

Corporate

William F. Lee –“Highly Recommended” in USA Intellectual Property

David E. Redlick –“Highly Recommended” in USA Corporate

Henry Wixon –“Highly Recommended” in USA Patent Counseling

Robert Barry –“Recommended” in UK Intellectual Property

Steven Barrett –“Recognized” in USA Commercial/Partnering

The PLC Cross-border Life Sciences Handbook is a comprehensive guide to the law and leading

law firms and lawyers in the life sciences practice area worldwide. To learn more, visit

http://www.practicallaw.com.
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